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Instructions for contributors 

 

Language and Cognition 

An interdisciplinary journal of language and cognitive 
science 

Language and Cognition is a venue for the publication of high-quality empirical research focusing on 

the interface between language and cognition. It is open to research from the full range of subject 

disciplines, theoretical backgrounds, and analytical frameworks that populate linguistics and the 

cognitive sciences. We aim to cover a wide range of interdisciplinary research focused on presenting 

novel empirical data that addresses theoretical issues surrounding the language system, including 

psycholinguistics more broadly. 

In addition to the traditional areas of cognitive linguistics (e.g., construction grammar, metaphor 

theory, linguistic relativity), we especially welcome research which considers theoretical linguistic 

questions within a broader cognitive context; for example, sentence processing studies which present 

time-sensitive evidence for grammatical or conceptual representations, or research looking at first or 

second language acquisition as it relates to other cognitive systems. We also strongly encourage 

submissions investigating iconicity, multimodality, signed languages, gesture, or language evolution. 

Language and Cognition is the official journal of the UK Cognitive Linguistics Association. 

 

Types of articles considered 

The journal has two primary article categories: original research articles and registered reports. See 

our guidelines for registered reports. For submitting registered reports, please consult the following 

guidelines: 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/language-and-cognition/information/registered-reports-

guidelines-for-authors-and-reviewers 

Original research articles make novel empirical contributions, using experimental, corpus-based, or 

computational methods. We also encourage the submission of replication studies and quantitative 

meta-analyses as original research articles. Null results will be considered if these are based on 

rigorous methodology and sufficiently large sample sizes. Given our focus on theoretical issues, we 

discourage submissions that are exclusively focused on applied linguistics / TESOL. Given our focus 

on empirical issues, we similarly discourage submissions that are exclusively review/overview, or 

exclusively theoretical in nature. In some special cases, theoretical/review papers may be considered 

if agreement with the editorial team has been sought in advance. Only original research articles or 

Registered Reports may be submitted without invitation. Submissions that are not a good fit with the 

journal may be returned to the authors without review.  

Language and Cognition generally does not publish exclusively theoretical papers, review/overview 

papers, technical reports, commentary articles, or position papers. If you have an idea for a special 

issue, contact the Editor-in-Chief with your proposal (email: B.Winter@bham.ac.uk). 

 

Word limit 

Submitted articles should be no longer than 10,000 words, including references, footnotes and 

appendices. Published papers may in some circumstances exceed 10,000 words if they have grown in 

response to reviewer recommendations, but initial submissions should not exceed this limit, or 

otherwise they may be returned without review. 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/language-and-cognition/information/registered-reports-guidelines-for-authors-and-reviewers
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/language-and-cognition/information/registered-reports-guidelines-for-authors-and-reviewers
mailto:B.Winter@bham.ac.uk
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Book reviews 

Language and Cognition publishes book reviews, which are normally solicited by the Review Editor 

(Dr. Sarah Duffy). Please contact the Review Editor first if you would like to submit a book review 

(email: sarah.duffy@northumbria.ac.uk). 

 

Peer Review 

The journal operates on a double-blind peer review policy: authorship of submitted papers must be 

anonymized. Citations to work conducted by the author(s) need not be anonymized but should be 

talked about in third person to preserve anonymity. Please ensure that all materials in online 

repositories are anonymized (i.e., use anonymized view-only links on OSF and make sure that scripts 

contain no author-identifying information). In line with a double-blind peer review process, reviewers 

are anonymous as well but may optionally choose to sign their review. 

The review process usually takes around 3 months. Submissions are usually sent to at least 2 

reviewers. 

 

Open data and materials policy 

Language and Cognition requires authors to make available all data necessary to replicate their 

study’s findings, preferably via an anonymous view-only link to the Open Science Framework 

repository (https://osf.io/) or any other publicly accessible repository for data sharing that allows 

preserving anonymity. The repository must be sharable without restrictions at the time of review and 

should be kept open at all times, even after publication. Besides the data, the repository should also 

contain all materials needed to reproduce the statistical analysis (e.g., R scripts, Python scripts). 

Please mention the link to the Open Science Framework within the body of the text (i.e., the Methods 

section), so that it is clear to readers that the data and analysis code is publicly available. In addition, 

also include a separate section labelled “Data Availability Statement” at the end of the manuscript. 

This section should contain at least one sentence detailing that the data and code is accessible, with a 

link to an anonymized repository. 

The open data and materials policy will be strictly enforced unless specific legal or ethical restrictions 

prohibit sharing of a dataset, in which case authors should explicitly state this and indicate how others 

may obtain access to the data. For data with access restrictions (e.g., proprietary corpora), there is no 

requirement to share the full raw data, but repositories should at least contain the summary data that is 

used for statistical analysis. 

 

Submission system 

The journal Language and Cognition receives submissions via ScholarOne Manuscripts via the 

following website: 

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/langcog 

In submitting a paper via ScholarOne you should click on the ‘Instructions and Forms’ link under 

‘Resources’. This link will lead you to the ‘Online Submission Instructions for Authors’. Then follow 

the instructions provided. There are full guidelines for submissions. You will receive your user name 

and password from the system (which you can then change). If there are any difficulties, please 

contact the Journal Manager Louise Pybus at langcog@cambridge.org. 

 

  

mailto:sarah.duffy@northumbria.ac.uk
https://osf.io/
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/langcog
mailto:langcog@cambridge.org
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Preparation and Submission of Manuscripts  

File types: Manuscript files should be supplied as a Word or PDF document. Important: 

After acceptance, files should be provided as editable Word documents. 

Title page: Each manuscript should have a title page with title and abstract, but no author 

names or any other author-identifying information. Important: After acceptance, 

the authors need to provide a title page with their names and affiliations. 

Abstract:  Abstracts should not exceed 200 words. 

Running header: Documents should have a running header of no more than 40 characters. 

Formatting:  The entire text should be double spaced, with ample margins, and the pages, as 

well as lines, should be numbered. For reviewing purposes, authors are 

recommended to leave figures/tables and captions in situ in the submission. 

However, once accepted, figures/tables must adhere to the instructions below. 

Keywords: Please supply 3–10 keywords following the abstract. 

Sections: Articles should be clearly divided into appropriately labeled and numbered 

sections. These sections are often, but not necessarily, Introduction, Methods, 

Statistical Analysis, Results, and Discussion. Where relevant, subheadings 

should be used within these sections, e.g. Participants, Procedure. 

 

Referencing system 

Language and Cognition follows the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association 

(7th Edition, 2019), except for that we use numbered sections (see above). The link below gives 

detailed instructions: 

https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/tutorials-webinars 

All works referred to should be listed at the end of the article in alphabetical order. The reference list 

should not contain any works not referred to in the text. 

 

General stylistic guidelines 

You may use either British English or American English throughout your paper, but spelling should 

be consistent. 

Standard linguistic abbreviations are in large capitals in the main body of the text, e.g., AUX, NP, but 

should be given in small capitals in the examples, and should follow the Leipzig MPI conventions 

(http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). 

 

Footnotes 

Footnotes should be avoided at all costs and included only if absolutely necessary. Information that is 

relevant to the article should generally be included in the body of the text, eliminating the need for 

footnotes. 

 

Clarity of writing 

Authors, particularly those who are not expert users of written academic English, should have their 

English-language manuscripts checked by a proof-reader for grammar and stylistic content before 

submission. We list a number of third-party services specializing in language editing and/or 

translation, and suggest that authors contact as appropriate: 

https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/tutorials-webinars
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php
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https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/authors/language-services 

Please note that the use of any of these services is voluntary, and at the author’s own expense. Use of 

these services does not guarantee that the manuscript will be accepted for publication, nor does it 

restrict the author to submitting to a Cambridge published journal. 

The Managing Editor or General Editors may return manuscripts that do not meet sufficient standards 

of clarity of writing. Manuscripts must be free of error and appropriate and clear in style upon final 

submission after acceptance. 

 

Statistical reporting 

 Please use dot (.) for decimals rather than comma (,) 

 Statistical analyses need to be described in enough detail to reproduce the analysis, which 

includes a detailed description of all predictors and random effects (including random slopes) 

for mixed models 

 Where appropriate, please provide an indication of the magnitude of the effect either in terms 

of raw values, standardized effect size statistics, or both 

 Where appropriate, we highly encourage a ‘Statistical Analysis’ subsection in the Methods 

section, so that the statistics need not be described within the ‘Results’ section 

 Please report statistics in italics, e.g., M =, SD =, F(2, 63) = , t(42) = , χ2(1) = 

 Please report exact p-values rounded to two/three decimal places, e.g., p = 0.03/p = 0.003 

 If means are reported, standard deviations should be reported as well 

 Percentages should be accompanied by raw counts 

 To ensure reproducibility, make sure to report which statistical software you used and 

mention the version number (e.g., in R: R.Version()). If you used open-source software 

packages, cite all authors (e.g., in R: citation('lme4')) and package versions (e.g., in R: 

packageVersion('lme4')) 

 

Figure captions 

 All figures should have captions 

 Ideally, figure captions should be detailed enough for data visualizations to be interpretable 

without reading the body of the text 

 For data visualizations that include error bars, figure captions should state which kind of error 

bars they are (e.g., SDs, SEs, 95% CIs) 

 Figure captions should provide a key to explain the use of different symbols, colours, line 

weights, line types etc. 

 Try to avoid abbreviations wherever possible but if they are needed, figure captions should 

provide a key to all abbreviations used (even if the abbreviations are also explained in the 

body of the text) 

 

  

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/authors/language-services
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Language Examples  

Phonetic transcriptions should, wherever possible, employ the symbols and conventions of the IPA. 

Language examples in the body of the text should be placed in italics. If there is an example in 

another language, place it in italics and give an English gloss in single quotes, as in lui ‘he’. 

It will often be appropriate to number and indent linguistic examples, such as: 

 (1) Adam burns the candle.  

For example sentences in languages other than English, give both morpheme-by-morpheme glosses 

and an idiomatic translation of the sentence, as in the following:  

 (2)  wati-ngki    nga-rnu     kuyu.  

           man-ERG   eat-PAST  meat  

‘The man ate some meat.’  

  

Tables and figures after acceptance 

While we recommend embedding figures and tables in situ for the first submission, tables and figures 

have to be provided as separate files after acceptance. Indicate in the body of the text the preferred 

place for a table or figure. The figures need to be of sufficiently high reproduction quality. For full 

information on the correct supply of graphics, go to: 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/authors/journals/journals-artwork-guide 

Each figure should have a title, and detailed figure captions. Tables and figures should be numbered 

independently of each other and of any numbered examples in the text.  

Formatting of tables must adhere to the Publication Manual of the American Psychological 

Association (7th Edition, 2019), as specified here: https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/tutorials-

webinars Make sure to use capital letters as sparingly as possible. Decimal values should be aligned 

across cells. 

 

Author Name Changes 

Language and Cognition understands the importance of honoring author name-change requests and 

commits to working swiftly and discreetly with Cambridge University Press to effect any necessary 

changes in line with Committee on Publication Ethics best practice. 

 

Open Access Policy 

Please visit https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies for information on our 

open access policies, compliance with major funding bodies, and guidelines on depositing your 

manuscript in an institutional repository. 
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